
MONTAIGNE ESSAYS QUOTATIONS

quotes from Michel de Montaigne: 'The most certain sign of wisdom is cheerfulness. ', 'On the highest throne in the
world, we still sit only on our own bottom.

I am afraid that our eyes are bigger than our stomachs, and that we have more curiosity than understanding.
Rather, his essays were exploratory journeys in which he works through logical steps to bring skepticism to
what is being discussed. He even had disputations with them occasionally. He so forgets himself that he
employs no artifice to make us forget him. It first appeared in a little volume of Miscellanies in  The name
itself comes from the French word essais, meaning "attempts" or "tests", which shows how this new form of
writing did not aim to educate or prove. Their most universal quality is diversity. The malady which tormented
him grew only worse and worse with years; and yet he occupied himself continually with reading, meditating,
and composition. From Paris, this 18th of June  Assuredly, it costs me more than half the pain I endure, to see
you suffer; and reasonably so, because the evils which we ourselves feel we do not actually ourselves suffer,
but it certain sentient faculties which God plants in us, that feel them: whereas what we feel on account of
others, we feel by consequence of a certain reasoning process which goes on within our minds. Of Cruelty
There is, nevertheless, a certain respect and a general duty of humanity that ties us, not only to beasts that have
life and sense, but even to trees and plants. She understands her business better than we do. If there is such a
thing as a good marriage, it is because it resembles friendship rather than love. John, , 2 vols. Between and an
important incident occurred in the life of Montaigne, in the commencement of his romantic friendship with
Etienne de la Boetie, whom he had met, as he tells us, by pure chance at some festive celebration in the town.
We need not wonder at the reputation which he with seeming facility achieved. Here we have certainly, on the
whole, a first-class man, and one proof of his masterly genius seems to be, that his merits and his beauties are
sufficient to induce us to leave out of consideration blemishes and faults which would have been fatal to an
inferior writer. The notion of skepticism is most clearly understood by asking this question. Every one of us is
a hodge-podge, so shapeless and diverse in structure that each piece, each moment, plays its own game.
Maurice Merleau-Ponty , Signs, trans. For if ills can only enter us through our judgment it would seem to be in
our power either to despise them or to deflect them towards the good: if the things actually do throw
themselves on our mercy why do we not act as their masters and accomodate them to our advantage?
MONSIEUR,â€”It is one of the most conspicuous follies committed by men, to employ the strength of their
understanding in overturning and destroying those opinions which are commonly received among us, and
which afford us satisfaction and content; for while everything beneath heaven employs the ways and means
placed at its disposal by nature for the advancement and commodity of its being, these, in order to appear of a
more sprightly and enlightened wit, not accepting anything which has not been tried and balanced a thousand
times with the most subtle reasoning, sacrifice their peace of mind to doubt, uneasiness, and feverish
excitement. Why did you break the agreeable repose I was enjoying? Apology for Raimond Sebond Man is
certainly stark mad; he cannot make a worm , and yet he will be making gods by dozens. It diverted the
ancient currents of thought into new channels. There is nothing which custom does not, or may not do; and
therefore, with every good reason it is that Pindar calls her the ruler of the world. Montaigne gives it as his
reason and justification for enlarging to this extent here, that he had omitted, to his regret, to do so in his visits
to other baths, which might have saved him the trouble of writing at such great length now; but it is perhaps a
better reason in our eyes, that what he wrote he wrote for his own use. Cicero says that to philosophize is
nothing else but to prepare for death. Every man bears the whole stamp of the human condition. Unless you
keep them busy with some definite subject that will bridle and control them, they throw themselves in disorder
hither and yon in the vague field of imagination. If you press me to say why I loved him, I can say no more
than it was because he was he, and I was I. The unlabeled are Montaigne quotes, and if it is a Cicero or a
Horus quote, I note it. It is a thorny undertaking, and more so than it seems, to follow a movement so
wandering as that of our mind, to penetrate the opaque depths of its innermost folds, to pick out and
immobilize the innumerable flutterings that agitate it. I returned home the next day, and on the Thursday I paid
him another visit. Of Physiognomy I am further of opinion that it would be better for us to have [no laws] at
all than to have them in so prodigious numbers as we have. But they do me wrong; for experience, rather,
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daily shows us, on the contrary, that a strong memory is commonly coupled with infirm judgment.


